
January 9, 2018

To: All Lane Venture Dealers

Happy New Year!

We’ve jumped into 2018 with both feet frmly working to complete the transiton of LANE VENTURE from HHG to 
Basset, and I wanted to take this opportunity to personally give you an update on our progress.

Operatons:

LANE VENTURE’s order entry, inventory, scheduling, invoicing system was a stand alone system. We will not be using 
it going forward. All orders, all inventory, costng, bill of materials, scheduling, purchasing, invoicing, etc. will be run 
on Basset’s JD Edwards system. The conversion to this is the most critcal task at hand we have at the moment, and 
it has the entre team’s focus to make it happen. As soon as this is completed, we can get back to shipping you your 
product. 

Customer Service:

Startng this morning, Customer Service now sits with me at the Newton facility. They are getng setled into their 
new areas and are being trained on JD Edwards.

• Orders entered and acknowledged by HHG that did not ship prior to Dec 21, will not ship untl all of the orders 
can be re-entered into the JD Edwards system so that they can be produced and or invoiced.

• We expect to start the process of entering our backlog (in house orders you’ve given us that we haven’t 
shipped) this week.

• We expect to start scheduling orders the week of January 15th.

• We expect to be producing and shipping orders by the end of January.

• Unfortunately the 1-800, and each customer service representatve’s direct line numbers were not able to 
move with the business from HHG. So, with that in mind, please pay partcular atenton to the following 
informaton:
 The new toll free line for Lane Venture should be actve next week, we will communicate what that is 

once we have it installed.
 The Fax # is 828-465-7705
 The individual Customer Service Reps can be reached with the following:

As a side note, eventually the email address will convert to laneventure.com, but these addresses will contnue to work in the background. As part of the 
transiton, all of your customer service emails have transitoned with the business, and they will stll have access to those if needed.
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Customer Service Contnued:

Sales:

The existng Lane Venture reps will be taking over the designer accounts that were serviced by the HHG “Design 
Reps”. Going forward, there will be one rep responsible for distributon in a single territory. For those of you on this 
distributon that were serviced by the HHG Design reps, below is the contact informaton for your new 
representatve:
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Manufacturing:

The various departments will be working from a variety of places during the next 3 months as the transiton 
contnues, and our goal will be to be in one facility by the end of March. The following lists a few of the key 
actons to date:

• All of the fabric that was at the HHG facility in Mexico is now in Newton being inventoried and prepped to 
cut.

• The inventory of our import frames is being moved to Newton, with the priority of orders that were in 
process frst, then orders that were scheduled in the backlog.

• Basset has invested to this point over $500K in new equipment such as automated cuters, sewing 
machines and computers, all with the intent of giving our staf the tools they need to perform at their 
highest potental.

• With having the fabric inventory in Newton, we intend to produce complete in-stock orders within 10 
days of bring credit released.

COM Orders:

Please send fabric for COM orders to the following address:

Sales Aids:

Debbie Winkler and Mike Artrip are in the process of moving our materials to Newton. All new 2018 Retail Price 
Lists, Catalog Supplements, and Fabric Books have been shipped to you, so please be on the lookout for those. 
Their emails and phones aren’t set up yet, so for now please send your requests to Customer Service.
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Merchandising & Marketng:

All of the merchandising and marketng team are here and working hard to help with the transiton, as well as developing 
new and excitng products.

• Mickie Henry can be reached at 828-465-7886, or mhhenry@basseturniture.com for anything you need related to price 
lists, inventory updates, etc.

• Pat Frye is busy working on our new fabric directon for 2019! She can be reached at 828-465-7882, or 
psfrye@basseturniture.com .

• Blanca Williams is with us focused solely on the Lane Venture brand, and can handle anything you need regarding images, 
logos, or marketng materials. She can be reached at 828-465-7885, or bewilliams@basseturniture.com .

• Lastly, I’m here to answer any concerns or questons you have about the transiton. I can be reached at 828-465-7875, or 
zhbryant@basseturniture.com . You can also call my cell, 828-308-3390.

Our goal is to get up and running ASAP and to grow our business with you. I’ve been asked by a few people if we were going 
to start placing Lane Venture product in the Basset stores, and the answer to that is NO. We are extremely aware of the 
need to focus on your business needs and everything we do should be to that end. In the event that you have concerns, or 
want to talk to me personally, please do not hesitate to call me.

I look forward to building a partnership with each of you in the very near future. Please bear with us during this transiton, 
we have the full support of the Basset team, and they have welcomed our organizaton with open arms. I’m excited with 
what I can see that our future holds together.

Best Regards,

Zachary H. Bryant

President

LANE VENTURE
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